LIVING AND WORKING IN VALAIS.

valais4you.ch

ENGRAVED ON MY HEART.
A vision becomes reality.

It is the Valais Alps, with their impressive mass and elemental permanence that continue to inspire us to rise above ourselves. If we take our fate into our hands, then we do it on our own terms. Then we proceed confidently and courageously, with pride and our irrepressible will to forge ahead.
In the middle of the Alps, we are creating nothing less than the remedies of tomorrow. To achieve this, our development and production processes have been fully rethought. We’re offering space in our high-tech centres situated in Alpine rock for like-minded partners from throughout the world. To achieve this, we do everything we can to supply life-saving medications more quickly.

Our dreamers aren’t hippies, they’re engineers.
What matters to us is what benefits people.

In the middle of the Alps, we’re creating an island with unique value-based health care. We’re combining our activities in competence centres for general and state-of-the-art medicine, and reflecting on what really matters: care, trust, confidentiality and mutual respect.
Here in the heart of the Alps, we have committed to energy independence. We are putting a strategy in place for the canton which aims to drastically reduce energy consumption and dependence on fossil fuels and to promote renewable energy. We are increasingly making use of precious resources such as water, sunshine and wind as sources of energy and are developing electric mobility.

In time, we are determined to supply our canton with energy that is 100% sustainable and sourced in Valais.

Our most important employee: mother nature.
There is no magic formula for happiness. But many families especially value being close to nature, feeling grounded and enjoying a safe, protected environment. In Valais, family life is a priority - and not just at an emotional level. The canton of Valais is a leader in terms of support for young families: it offers some of the highest family allowances in Switzerland along with some of the best-value nurseries and childcare. Thanks to a rapidly growing choice of daycare centres in Valais, professionals can combine work and family life with ease. This is a safe world in which to grow up: children can enjoy carefree play outdoors, and Valais offers them all the space they need to develop naturally.

WE CHERISH OVERTIME WITH OUR FAMILIES.
Out here in the open, at the centre of it all.

In the middle of the Alps, we’re creating a high-tech network where social cohesion, community and security are maintained, cared for and cherished. In the same way that we’ve been living in Valais for centuries. For this reason, we’re bringing high-tech to our mountain villages, linking them with micro mobility and transforming them into idyllic communities with state-of-the-art connectivity.
In the middle of the Alps we’re creating a breeding ground for start-ups. Where the size of a company does not counts, but rather the size of the idea. Where SMEs are not suppliers, but partners, and where pioneers do not encounter barriers, but sponsors.

For us, progress has no speed limit.
We call it «Life-Work Balance».

2000 kilometres of ski trails

6 thermal spas

45 mountain peaks of 4000 m or higher

8000 kilometres of hiking trails

40 000 hectare nature parks

75 Gault&Millau-rated restaurants

8 family destinations that have been awarded the «Family Destination» label

1600 kilometres bike routes and mountain bike paths

8 products with the AOP/IGP label
Find yourself again, here with us.
With us, every trip becomes an adventure. We talk about our origins, our special qualities, our nature and our history – quite simply, our uniqueness. We welcome people and share with them our fascination, inspire in them a yearning for Valais.
With innumerable plans, big and small, we’re shaping our own little big world. Together we can do anything. Together, we will make the grey electricity pylons in the Grimsel Tunnel disappear beneath the ground. Together we’ll bring back the Rhone to its natural course. We’ll move mountains. We’ll create our little alpine paradise. We’ll make it even more business-friendly, even more socially conscious, even more sustainable. Our mountains seem inclined to duly welcome like-minded people who also want to support us. The notion of give and take clearly resides in the Valais Alps and in us. It nourishes our fun-loving side that is eager for life, half mountain people, half Southern Europeans, with a peaceful spirit and a pure heart, straightforward and direct.

Together we’re developing the Valais of tomorrow. Join us and be a part of it.

valais4you.ch

In Valais you don’t dream of the future. You invent it.
Whenever Valais strikes a chord with someone, the feeling never leaves them.

Switzerland’s water castle
80% of Swiss glacier mass is on Valais soil

Mountain peaks
45 of which are more than four-thousand metres high

Location
short journey times to Swiss hubs and nearby countries

Climate
300 sunny days per year

Find more information on valais4you.ch

Swiss water castle
80% of Swiss glacier mass is on Valais soil

1 HOUR
to Bern

2 HOURS
to Zurich

2.5 HOURS
to Geneva

2 HOURS
to Milan

30 MINUTES
to the ski slope

<4 HOURS
to the Mediterranean

NOW
apero time!